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Abstract. In this paper we discuss alternative nonrandom generators
for symbolic regression algorithms and compare its variants powered by
classical pseudo-random number generator and chaotic systems. Exper-
imental data from previous experiments reported for genetic program-
ming and analytical programming is used. The selected algorithms are
differential evolution and SOMA. Particle swarm, simulated annealing
and evolutionary strategies are in process of investigation. All of them
are mutually used in scheme Master-Slave meta-evolution for final com-
plex structure fitting and its parameter estimation.

1 Introduction

The need of problem optimization is very old and covers various disci-
plines including engineering, economics, physics, biology and many oth-
ers. In fact, many real-world problems can be defined as an optimization
problem. The goal of a typical optimization is to maximize productivity
or performance of some process or device or to minimize waste. Many
more or less sophisticated optimization techniques have been developed
over time. While the simplest problems involving functions of a single
variable may be solved using basic math, many real-world problems re-
quire more complex tools. Evolutionary processes can be in general used
for many practical tasks, like robot trajectory design, plasma or chemical
reactor control, aircraft wings design, scheduling problems amongst the
others.
For a long time in history optimization methods have been based on still
more and more complicated methods usually involving exact mathemat-
ics. However, with increasing complexity of problems to be optimized
need for more powerful and flexible optimization techniques arose. In
mid-sixties, evolutionary algorithms were developed to address these de-
mands. They are considered a powerful tool with many advantages over
traditional optimization techniques.
One of the biggest advantages of evolutionary algorithms is that un-
like many other traditional optimization techniques, they dont depend
upon mathematical models of problems. Actually, the only precondition
of using an evolutionary algorithm is the ability to evaluate candidate
solution. In other words, the only thing that matter is whether or not it
is possible to evaluate a solution once it is presented.



An interesting extension of evolutionary algorithms is so called symbolic
regression, that uses evolution to synthesize complex structures (formu-
las, el. circuits, computer programs) from simple building blocks (math-
ematical functions, el. elements, programming commands). The initial
idea of symbolic regression by means of a computer program was pro-
posed in genetic programming (GP) [1, 2]. The other approach of gram-
matical evolution (GE) was developed in [3], [20] and analytical pro-
gramming (AP) in [4]. Another interesting investigation using symbolic
regression were carried out in [5] on AIS and Probabilistic Incremental
Program Evolution (PIPE), which generates functional programs from
an adaptive probability distribution over all possible programs. Yet an-
other new technique is the so called Transplant Evolution, see [6], [7]
and [8] which is closely associated with the conceptual paradigm of AP,
and modified for GE. GE was also extended to include DE by [9]. Gen-
erally speaking, it is a process which combines, evaluates and creates
more complex structures based on some elementary and noncomplex
objects, in an evolutionary way. Such elementary objects are usually
simple mathematical operators (+,−,×, ...), simple functions (sin, cos,
And, Not, ...), user-defined functions (simple commands for robots –
MoveLeft, TurnRight, ...), etc. An output of symbolic regression is a
more complex “object” (formula, function, command,...), solving a given
problem like data fitting of the so-called Sextic and Quintic problem
[10, 11], randomly synthesized function [11], Boolean problems of par-
ity and symmetry solution (basically logical circuits synthesis) [12, 4], or
synthesis of quite complex robot control command by [2, 19]. Examples
mentioned in [13] are just few samples from numerous repeated experi-
ments done by symbolic regression, which are used to demonstrate how
complex structures can be produced by symbolic regression in general
for different problems, see [13].
This paper focuses on grammar evolution which is an advanced evolu-
tionary technique suitable for symbolic regression. Classical grammar
evolution uses genetic algorithms as a computational core that manipu-
lates genetic information. Further parts of this paper deal with an idea
of replacing the genetic-based core by DE or SOMA and pseudorandom
generators by chaotic systems. There has been made an experiment that
measures performance of these alternative versions compared to the clas-
sical GE.

2 Used Methods and Motivation

For our experiments described here standard hardware and algorithms
have been used. All important information about algorithms used in our
experiments is mentioned and referred here. Standard as well as modern
evolutionary algorithms were used for our experimentation. Comparing
to the previous method, in this research GE with evolutionary algorithms
like differential evolution (DERand1Bin), [17] and SOMA (AllToOne),
[18] are used. Application of alternative algorithms like Genetic Algo-
rithms GA and Simulated Annealing (SA), ES and/or Swarm Intelligence
is in process now.



The main difference comparing to similar experiments is the fact that
we are using a) not only GE based on pseudorandom number generators
(PRNG) but also on chaotic systems instead of PRNG use and b) instead
of GE based operations are used algorithms DE and SOMA. All exper-
iments were done in Mathematica 9, on MacBook Pro, 2.8 GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo.
The master-slave approach was used in our experimentation, i.e. one
kind of evolutionary algorithm was used like Master (to estimate general
structure for data fitting with non-estimated parameters - constants) and
second one s a Slave (to estimate just mentioned parameters - constants
in formulas from Master process). Based on principles of DE and SOMA,
individuals were of integer structure in the Master evolution.
The main motivation is based on use of chaotic dynamics instead of
PRNG in previous research papers of various researchers (including our
own, [26]-[28]). Till now chaos was observed in plenty of various systems
(including an evolutionary one) and in the last few years it was also
used to replace pseudo-number generators (PRGNs) in evolutionary al-
gorithms (EAs). Let’s mention for example research papers like one of
the first use of chaos inside EAs [25], [26]-[28] discussing use of deter-
ministic chaos inside particle swarm algorithm instead of PRGNs, [34] -
[37] investigating relations between chaos and randomness or the latest
one [38], [39], or another using chaos with EAs in applications, like [40]
and [41], amongst the others.
Another research joining deterministic chaos and pseudorandom number
generator has been done for example in [34]. Possibility of generation
of random or pseudorandom numbers by use of the ultra weak multi-
dimensional coupling of p 1-dimensional dynamical systems is discussed
there. Another paper [29] deeply investigates logistic map as a possible
pseudo-random number generator and is compared with contemporary
pseudo-random number generators. A comparison of logistic map results
is made with conventional methods of generating pseudorandom num-
bers. The approach used to determine the number, delay, and period of
the orbits of the logistic map at varying degrees of precision (3 to 23
bits).
Logistic map that we are using here was also used in [30] like chaos-based
true random number generator embedded in reconfigurable switched-
capacitor hardware. Another paper [35] proposed an algorithm of gen-
erating pseudorandom number generator, which was called (couple map
lattice based on discrete chaotic iteration) and combined the couple map
lattice and chaotic iteration. Authors also tested this algorithm in NIST
800-22 statistical test suits and was used in image encryption.
In [36] authors exploit interesting properties of chaotic systems to design
a random bit generator, called CCCBG, in which two chaotic systems
are cross-coupled with each other. For evaluation of the bit streams gen-
erated by the CCCBG, the four basic tests are performed: monobit test,
serial test, auto-correlation, Poker test. Also the most stringent tests of
randomness: the NIST suite tests have been used. A new binary stream-
cipher algorithm based on dual one-dimensional chaotic maps is proposed
in [37] with statistic proprieties showing that the sequence is of high ran-
domness. Similar studies are also done in [31], [25], [32] and [33].



Mutual comparison is discussed at the end.

2.1 Experiment Design

Our experiments have been set so that GE powered by classical pseu-
dorandom number generator and deterministic chaos generators (see for
example [14], [15] and [16]), were used with above mentioned Master-
Slave approach. Based on the fact that deterministic chaos generators
were successfully used in the past [14], [15] and [16] for classical evolu-
tionary algorithms, we have selected logistic equation (1), and data series
generated by this equation with setting A = 4 as a random numbers to
replace classical classical pseudorandom number generator in symbolic
regression. Algorithms selected for our experiments were SOMA [18] and
differential evolution (DERand1Bin) [17]. Another algorithms like, simu-
lated annealing (SA) [22] and [23], Evolutionary strategies (ES) [21] and
Particle Swarm (PSO) [24] are in process. Here we report results for GE
with SOMA (GSOMA) and GE with DE (GDE) test results.

xn+1 = Axn (1− xn) (1)

Both DE and SOMA are well regarded for their performance when ap-
plied on various optimization problems. Genetic algorithms, on the other
hand, are considered less performing. That said there is an assumption
that also the grammar-enabled variants of both (GDE and GSOMA)
perform better than the classical GE. This experiment aims to measure
the GE, GDE and SOMA performance and to compare it mutually.

Following paragraphs describe the problem of definition and control pa-
rameters that were used in the experiment. Each test was repeated 50
times for higher accuracy.

All three mentioned evolutionary techniques were used to optimize a
function fitting problem. The goal was to find a function that describes
given function as closely as possible. The function was discretized into 50
points on a given interval. Candidate solutions were evaluated as follows:

1. They were discretized the same way as the original function.

2. An absolute deviation was computed in each discretized point.

3. The cost value was determined as a sum of these absolute deviations.

An ideal solution would have a zero cost value while higher numbers mean
that the fitting was not perfect. That said no conversion was needed to
transform cost values into fitness values as lower values already repre-
sented better solution. Furthermore, the ideal solution is represented by
zero which is the optimal case.

There were two functions used in this experiment to achieve more accu-
rate results - formulas 3 and 4.

The cost function (2) has been defined according to Eq. 2 and the main
aim of the used evolution was to find formula, that gives the smallest
value of Eq. 2. To verify the functionality of AP more properly, set of
comparative simulations based on selected examples from Koza’s GP has
been done. Simulations were focused on selected examples from [2] and
[10], see its description in formulas 3 (sextic) and 4 (quintic).



fcost =

n∑
1

|datai − synthesized datai| (2)

x6 − x4 + x2 (3)

x5 − 2x3 + x (4)

Different control parameters were used for each of the evolutionary tech-
niques (GE, GDE and GSOMA). One reason is obvious each of these
techniques uses a different set of control parameters. However, even if
they would not, GE e.g. is known for requiring much bigger population
sizes than DE to perform equally well so setting the same parameter
values would not be fair even if it was technically possible. This is ap-
parent with different GSOMA variants where highly different numbers of
migration cycles are used, yet both variants evaluate the fitness function
same times. To deal with this problem, we had to find three different
sets of parameters that give the best results possible for each individual
evolutionary technique. These parameter sets (described in tables 1, 2,
3, 4) were used for the experiment.

Table 1. GE Control Parameters

Parameter Value

Cross Rate 0.85

Selection Strategy Roulette-wheel selection

Population Size 300

Chromosome Length 50

Generation Count 500

Elitism Level 1

Table 2. GDE Control Parameters

Parameter Value

Cross Rate 0.85

Mutation Constant 0.7

Population Size 50

Chromosome Length 50

Generation Count 20000

3 Results

This part contains graphs that visualize the experiment results in dif-
ferent ways. The first type of diagrams represent the evolution progress



Table 3. GSOMA All2One Control Parameters

Parameter Value

Path Length 3.5

Step Size 0.11

Perturbation 0.3

Population Size 50

Dimension (Vector Length) 50

Migration Cycles 1000

Table 4. GSOMA All2All Adaptive

Parameter Value

Path Length 3.5

Step Size 0.11

Perturbation 0.3

Population Size 7

Dimension (Vector Length) 50

Migration Cycles 20

as it tries to approach the null fitness value. Many lines (specifically 50
but many of them overlap) can be seen in each of these diagrams, see
Fig. 1. That is because each evolution has been run in 50 iterations as
mentioned earlier and each chart visualizes these iterations all at once.

There were created diagrams for each evolutionary technique tested (GE,
GDE and GSOMA) for each problem (Sextic, Quintic), see example at
Fig. 2. That is obviously because two different problems were optimized.
The diagrams are quite self-describing. There is a fitness value on the
vertical axis and a number of fitness function evaluations on the hori-
zontal axis. The individual lines consequently represent how many times
the fitness function had to be evaluated to find a solution having the
particular fitness value.

The second type of diagram shows the overall performance of each evo-
lutionary technique depending of the PRNG used, see example at Fig.
2. There is a serie for each evolution technique measured (each of them
with both PRNGs) on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows the
average fitness values of the best solution of each iteration that has been
created using 20,000 fitness function evaluation at maximum.

4 Conclusion

Based on the presented results, the chaotic PRNG based on logistic map
proved itself suitable for use with GE, GDE and both GSOMA vari-
ants. As it turned out, neither of the techniques is sensitive to the non-
uniform numbers distribution of the logistic map PRNG. The difference
in performance using either of generators is within statistical error. It
is surprising that such simple dynamic system can produce non random



Fig. 1. An example of GSOMA.

numbers which allows evolutionary techniques to run with almost unaf-
fected performance. The uniformity of distribution is of course not the
only attribute of quality and logistic map. PRNG may have some other
qualities that the system PRNG is missing, although it offers much better
(i.e. more uniform) number distribution. It also does not seem that lo-
gistic map PRNG would work better with some evolutionary techniques
that with the others. Results for GE, GDE and GSOMA are all very
similar for both PRNG types. There are open research questions like
what is the best combination of algorithm parameters in Master-Slave
approach, etc. The solution of those and other questions is mater on the
next research.
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